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solicall pro: *add audio call filter for telephony sound quality *automatic call filtering *adjust the aggressive noise reduction level *automatic echo cancellation (also called call echo cancellation) *introduce a new way to use your contact center software *automatic mute your calls as
your interlocutor turns silent *solo the interlocutor automatically *filtering media files in an advanced audio player. i have been using the solicall pro v 3.1.2.0 for a year.it's very powerful and convenient. recently there is an update for solicall pro v3.0. this update is the serial

number. i want to share it. it's my best privilege. solicall's innovative noise reduction technology and the awini audio engine 4 (wave ini editor) filter have been accurately tuned to reduce noise in the real-time voice conversation. a variety of audio filters allow real-time filtering in
the voice conversation of video call, and in addition to being able to cancel noise up to a level of 15db, you can also set any level of noise reduction. this unique combination of voice technology and a powerful software tool can significantly improve the sound quality of a video call,
and even make video calls more enjoyable. solicall creates unique noise reduction technology. solicalls dual-core technology for microphone noise and echo cancelation software increases the speed of noise reduction to 20 times faster than with regular noise cancellation software.
this revolutionary technology can only be found in solicall pro. solicalls’ unique technology combines audio processing, by the awini audio engine 4 with solicall’s unique microphone and echo cancelation technology to produce the ultimate noise reduction solution. our all new awini

audio engine 4 (wave ini editor) is a powerful software tool that greatly improves the sound quality of calls and audio/video files, and includes support for a variety of audio files.
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